Multilingual E-Learning Training Courseware

Electronic Training Content for Global Audiences

CTC provides online and Computer-Based Training (CBT) to government and commercial clients with a focus on innovative training platforms and rapid Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM®)-compliant courseware development. We rapidly implement advanced training solutions that reach the learner at their point of need (just-in-time training), reinforce competencies, and apply immersive and engaging media that support training objectives. Our training systems and programs are built on in-depth training needs analyses and developed with subject matter experts, instruction system designers, multimedia experts, software designers, and certified translators.

CTC’s Courseware Development Platform

CTC uses an e-learning development platform that rapidly accelerates the development of training content—saving our clients both time and money. This platform leverages Commercial Off-The-Self (COTS) technologies to provide robust feature sets and intuitive Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) with over 45 distinct interaction templates. The resulting easy-to-use learning experience promotes learner comprehension and engagement.

Flexible and Shareable Content

CTC’s tools and processes ensure that training courseware is highly adaptable and can easily integrate into our clients’ existing training environments.

All functions and courseware elements (e.g. content, instructional strategies, layout, graphics, course player functions, etc.) are modular to facilitate revisions with updates efficiently cascading throughout the training program. CTC’s efficient extensible architecture allows our training developers to create or modify the underlying e-learning platform to support new features and functions as needed to meet training objectives. In addition, our XML-ready tools, such as SharePoint portals and InfoPath Web forms, streamline the development of new content and automate complex configuration management and quality assurance activities.

All training content is SCORM-compliant, meaning that all electronic course material and the underlying assets themselves integrate with industry standard Learning Management Systems (LMS). At the same time, our course player technology can be used for non-SCORM environments such as CD-ROMs or simple websites.
Language Translations

CTC has partnered with certified translation specialists who can produce training materials in nearly 100 languages. These specialists are not only native/fluent speakers of the targeted language, they also understand the industry-specific terminology and nomenclature critical to the creation of accurate translations. Industry sectors include: automotive engineering, banking, business, chemicals, criminal law, electronics, healthcare, information technology, logistics, medical, mechanical engineering, plastics, tourism, and more.

CTC Experience

CTC has over 15 years of experience developing and delivering training programs. CTC has been a supporting partner of the US Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL) initiative since 1999 (www.adlnet.org). We defined the Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM®) standard, represent the US Government in international standard and specification development bodies, and contribute to the development of the ADL Registry and the Content Object Repository Discovery and Registration/Resolution Architecture (CORDRA™). This ensures our learning content is compliant with industry-leading Learning Management System (LMS) platforms for effective training content distribution.
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CTC can produce training materials in nearly 100 languages...

1. Afrikaans
2. Albanian
3. American English
4. Arabic
5. Armenian
6. Azerbaijani
7. Belarusian
8. Bengali
9. Bosnian
10. Brazilian Portuguese
11. Bulgarian
12. Burmese
13. Cambodian
14. Canadian French
15. Cantonese
16. Catalan
17. Croatian
18. Czech
19. Danish
20. Dari
21. Dutch
22. English
23. Estonian
24. Farsi
25. Finnish
26. Flemish
27. French
28. French Canadian
29. Galician
30. Georgian
31. German
32. Greek
33. Gujarati
34. Hebrew
35. Hindi
36. Hmong
37. Hungarian
38. Icelandic
39. Indonesian
40. Irish
41. Italian
42. Japanese
43. Kannada
44. Karen
45. Kazakh
46. Khmer
47. Korean
48. Kurdish
49. Lao
50. Latin
51. Latin Spanish
52. Latvian
53. Lithuanian
54. Macedonian
55. Maltese
56. Marathi
57. Malay
58. Moldovan
59. Mongolian
60. Norwegian
61. Pashtu
62. Persian
63. Polish
64. Portuguese
65. Portuguese Brazilian
66. Punjabi
67. Romanian
68. Russian
69. Serbian
70. Serbo-Croatian
71. Simplified Chinese
72. Slovak
73. Slovenian
74. Somali
75. Spanish
76. Swedish
77. Tagalog
78. Tajik
79. Taiwanese
80. Tamil
81. Tatar
82. Telugu
83. Thai
84. Tibetan
85. Tunisian Arabic
86. Turkish
87. Turkmen
88. Ukrainian
89. Urdu
90. Uzbek
91. Vietnamese
92. Welsh
93. Yiddish
94. Zulu